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SPECIFICATION 



Introduction 

Innerspace Brick panels are cast from plaster of paris with a hessian interlayer for stability. 
They are suitable for internal use. 

  

Specification 

London Brick, Raw Brick & Coloured 

Plaster moulded panels on hessian backing 

Height: 940mm Width: 990mm Thickness: 10mm  

Weight: 5Kg  

  
 



 

SINSTINSTALLATION 



Installation 

Step 1 - First trim the sheets so they interlock using a Sharp Stanley knife (see below) all the panels are moulded the 
same. Keep them the same way up or the interlock will not work. 

 
Step 2 - You will need to create a straight edge for your starting panel. Use a ruler as a marker and draw a straight line 
down one side of the panel.  

Step 3 - Using a Stanley knife or a fine tooth saw cut along your marked line to give you a straight edge.  

Step 4 - Place your cut panel onto the wall at one end and mount using a strong form of adhesive, screws or staples. 
(Note: staples can only be used when applying faux brick to a stud or plastered wall) 

Step 5 - You can now slot your second panel into the panel attached to the wall and repeat this process systematically 
until the wall is covered. 

Step 6 - Once the surface is covered with the panels fill in the joints using an acrylic white mastic or plaster.  

Step 7 - Then brush the joints using a wet thin paintbrush.  

Step 8 - Allow the mastic/plaster to dry before moving onto step 9 

Step 9 - For London brick only – Once the joints are dry, brush over the base / mortar colour provided using a thin brush. 
Once this paint has dried use a wet brush to apply the age / touch-up colour provided to the joints.  Please note; this is a 
thin coat and really only a wash of colour. Whilst wet dab with a rag or a sponge until the joints are blended in with the 
surrounding panels. 

You can call to discuss with our technical team if you prefer 01270 625 043 



 

MAINTENANCE 



Maintenance 

The cleaning of the panels can be maintained by using a damp cloth.  

Raw - Stubborn stains can be painted over using a white standard paint. 

Coloured – Please use touch up paint provide. In the unlikely event of the panels getting damaged once installed they 
are easily touched up by applying plaster or a decorator’s caulk once dried apply touch paint supplied. 
  

 



 

SINSTENVIRONMENT 



Environment 

Innerspace Brick panels are plastic-free and use low VOC materials for both their manufacture and installation (all water based 
adhesive, plaster and paint) 

Their modular size allows for minimal wastage. 

They are made in Britain so shipping is minimised. 



 

We’d love to hear from you… 

 

01270 625 043 

 

0ffice@innerspacecheshire.co.uk 

 

www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk 


